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as an instrument for opposing Jewish nationalism becomes
apparent from the report of a Jewish politician, Herr Karlbach,
who visited the institute. The following is Karlbach's report:1
"I had been following the secretary through the basements
and attics where the most valuable Jewish books3 periodicals
and manuscripts are carefully sorted and arranged. During
my visit I had been increasingly pleased to think that in this
distant and impoverished region the Government found the
money and the energy to ensure that the authorities should
allow no book or manuscript to leave the country if it was stated
to be of u$e to Yiddish science. It was satisfactory to find that
collectors of Jewish proverbs had become State officials.
"And now we were sitting in the Director's rooni^ talking.
I asked how many of the professors at the institute had children
and was told seven; I asked how many attended Jewish schools
and was told two. I was surprised and said nothing, but one of
the professors looking at me, remarked: 'Not long ago Norman
Bentwich2 paid us a visit. He also could not understand it5 and
asked how it was possible to live on the Jewish language and
for the Jewish language, and yet never think of preserving it
for the future or of spreading it. He did not understand that
we do not speak Yiddish in the schools and theatres, in order
that Yiddish may be spoken, but Russian, because that is the
only way of teaching people Socialism. He could not understand
why we studied Yiddish philology and noted down everyancient
tune, while sending our own children to the Russian schools.
But what is there really that is hard to understand?*
" 'What is hard to understand/ I saidj 'is this. Whence do
you draw the desire and the courage to work for a cause whose
death warrant has already been signed?'
" *We get the courage from the service we are doing to
Socialism, just by our work on the Yiddish language. After all,
tie work we are doing here has a meaning; it is productive, it
1 Selbstwehr (the organ of the Jewish Zionist Party in Chechoslovakia),
March 10,1932.
-2 Formerly Attorney-General of Palestine,

